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PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN FROM DANGER:- 
We still hear the occasional sad story of children being put in danger by misuse of the Internet. 
You may remember, just a few weeks ago, a parent who witnessed a stranger trying to  tempt her 
daughter onto other sites. This could be the first steps in ‘grooming’ a child.  Fortunately, both the 
daughter and the mum were alert to the dangers and kindly contacted school so we could make 
other parents aware. 
One of my colleagues, Miss Tomlinson , has put together some tips and useful links to help raise 
further awareness of the dangers that lurk on the Internet  
Safer Internet  Info/Activities for parents-Here are some resources for Safer Internet usage . 
The resource sheet is general info about E-safety 
The family activities give ideas of things parents can do with their children to promote safe internet 
use . See attachments. 
 
There is also a range of other resources and ideas for parents on this website: 
https://www.saferinternet.org.uk/page/parents-packs.html 

 
Vicente W - Y1 Kingfishers ...the theme was ‘Overcoming Difficulties’. Really good work from 

Vicente.... - the explanation is below the picture:- 

 
 
Teacher wrote:-   Vicente drew this wonderful bear to show how we can overcome 

difficulties.  We liked his word choices to describe ways in which we can 
overcome difficult times and how this linked to our school values. Well done, Vinnie. 
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Some of our Reception (Swallows)children helped to put a ‘Thank You’ message together for the NHS - 

One of our pupils mum’s will be taking  the poster to share with colleagues at the hospital. The poster has 

been laminated so it is hygienic and can be easily sanitised. We hope it shares our Christian message of love 

and compassion to all who see it.  

No children’s names on the poster but they can still have a Special Medal each -  

 
 

 

The  McCloud twins - Niall and Noah - Y1 Bluebirds... both boys starting to show real determination with 

their Home Learning.  Well done boys....keep it up. A medal each for both of you. Niall 

.  Noah  Your Parents and teachers are proud of you. 

 

WELLBEING NEWSLETTER 5.... more interesting activities to help people chill and relax. 
 In this ‘Wellbeing Newsletter’ version it includes an activity on ‘colour spotting’ and some simple 
‘balancing’  exercises.   Go on,have a go - could be a giggle!  See attachment. 

 

 
 


